VINEYARDS: Cugini is a blend of 50% Gewurztraminer and 50% Muscat from Ponzi Aurora Vineyard and select vineyards around the Willamette Valley.

ABOUT: Our family has been producing Willamette Valley wine for nearly 50 years. As second generation vintners and working mothers, we honor our beloved tradition of gathering around the table every evening to share stories from the day. When everyone has a delicious beverage in hand this important ritual is enhanced, making otherwise ordinary conversations memorable.

SUGGESTED RETAIL PRICE:
$10 4pk | $60 case

White flowers of gardenia, jasmine and honey suckle jump out of the glass, with hints of kiwi, lemon verbena and stone fruit. This spritzy, lively juice is reminiscent of lemon bars or lemonheads from the corner candy store.

—WINE MAKER LUISA PONZI

HERE’S HOW WE ENJOY OUR CHILLED CUGINI:

- Straight from the bottle
- Over ice with decorative straw
- In a favorite cocktail
- Frozen as a refreshing treat
- In a Champagne flute